
 

 

NEW YEAR CELEBRATIONS -2021 and PLAY DAY 

 

Date: 1st January 2021 

Cheers to a new year and another chance for everyone to get it right.Binges in 

VFSTR started with delighted faces everywhere by inviting internal dignitaries on to the 

arena.  Dr. M.Y.S.Prasad, Vice-Chancellor, said that the new year should give rise to 

joy in everyone's vitality. Mr. K.VivekAhimamsh from 4th-IT, Mr. P.Vamsi Krishna from 

4th-CSE and Mr. Rushikesava from 1st-IT have given the student reflections. 

Dr. LavuRathaiah, chairman congratulated all students for successfully withstanding 

the pandemic period and prompted them that this pandemic hasn't impacted VIGNAN 

even 10%. Everything took off peacefully because of the compassion between staff and 

students. Also told the essential element for success is that when the whole world is 

nodding off one has to work to fulfill their goals.  He also steered students of vignan that 

they should not strike out the ethical values at any cost irrespective of the place. Later 

on, with an initiative taken by the Department of food technology VIGNAN 

COOKIES(cookies made with millets and other organic products), were launched by the 

chairman and the internal dignitaries, and the initiative was observable by everyone and 

cake cutting celebrations stood as the center of enchantment on this promising day. 

To stay physically and mentally fit, a new year resolution pledge has been taken by all 

the students, staff and management and to celebrate the same, 1st of January was 

announced as “Play Day”. 



 

 

Chairman addressing the gathering on 1st January 2020 

 

The celebrations ended with a full precise note by a vote of thanks at 11:20 and 

everyone got dispersed to participate in the sports and games activities with the joyous 

tones.  

 

Play Day: 

“It is health that is real wealth and not pieces of gold and silver”.  To create every 

individual in VIGNAN stout from both in and out, the institute has taken an initiative 

promoting physical health to all and has declared the 1st January as “PLAY DAY” to 

grandly have a cordial welcome for the new year. Apart from their regular studies, 

VFSTR's intention of making students all-rounders is increasing purposely. with the 

inspiring initiation from management both the faculty and students took active 

participation and succeeded in burning their calories. Several games namely CRICKET, 

VOLLEYBALL, BASKETBALL, TUG OF WAR, THROWBALL, TENNIKOIT, AND 

RUNNING (ATHLETICS) took place.  Interesting facts that attracted everyone towards 

this game is that both the students and faculty are advised to play with each other. 

Among all Tug of war between faculty vs students and most probably between men and 

women made a striking stamp.  Students and faculty are in an element that we can also 

defend each other in sports. Also, the honorable chairmanDr. LavuRathaiah took active 



 

participation in this PLAYDAY and inspired everyone in a way that one can maintain 

physical fitness irrespective of their age. He also suggested that by exposing at least 

10-15 min to sunlight one can get free from various deleterious viruses.  volleyball 

competition between faculty and students is on full rivalry and both the teams gave their 

best. Coming to throwball, girls from three teams gave their tough competition to grab 

first place. Cricket is always at its best and staff fetched the overlooked talent and gave 

tough battle to students.  To be noted, everyone involved in the games and relaxed for a 

while from their daily habits. It seems like all are in the mood of resolving to maintain 

physical health.  

On this great day, many activities took place between departments, staff, and students. 

Management completely got successful in executing the proposal and wish to go on 

with this vision of making everyone healthy. 

  

Students taking the New Year Resolution Pledge 

– 2021 

Vignan Cookies launch - product of Food 

Technology department. 

 

 


